
1. Classify each statement using D = Dalton, T = Thomson, R = Rutherford, 

B = Bohr, C = Cloud, or M = Modern. 

_____  Stated that elements are made of atoms that cannot be divided and atoms of 

one element could not be changed into atoms of another element (Billiard ball)

_____  Used gold foil to show that the positive charges (protons) in an atom must be 

in a tiny region in its center; determined that nearly all an atom’s mass is located in 

the nucleus

_____  Found that atoms contain positively and negatively charged particles and 

suggested that atoms had negatively charged electrons embedded in a positive sphere, 

such as raisins in a muffin or plum pudding

_____  Determined that electrons are found in energy levels around the nucleus with 

lower levels found near the nucleus and higher levels further away

_____  Atoms contain a neutral particle called a neutron 

_____  Showed that electrons had only specific amounts of energy which allowed 

them to move in certain orbits and developed a model that resembled planets orbiting 

the sun or layers of an onion



An element’s ATOMIC NUMBER tells us the number of PROTONS 
or ELECTRONS in an atom.  The ATOMIC MASS tells us the number 
of PROTONS and NEUTRONS in the nucleus.  

In the example of Potassium,  the atomic number is 19, which 
means it has 19 protons and 19 electrons.  It’s atomic mass is 39 
(rounded). Subtract the atomic number (19) from the mass to 
determine that it has 20 neutrons.   

3. Explain how to determine the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons in an atom

of Potassium using the information shown in a periodic table. Use the terms atomic

number, atomic mass, protons, neutrons, and electrons in your answer.
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Calculate Your Grade 

# Correct = _____  50  x 100 = _____%

Ge
Xe
Os
H

Mo
I

Ni


